1 INTRODUCTION
==============

Sequence data continues to accumulate in public databases at an increasing pace. With the addition of new data for species and individuals or genes, existing phylogenies of taxonomic groups need to be updated. Reinitiating phylogenetic inferences from scratch every time new data are added to public databases represents wasted effort in the form of man-hours and energy consumption (computations). Nonetheless, adding new taxa or genes to a phylogenetic tree may also unravel new evolutionary relationships that were not supported by previous smaller datasets.

We present the PUmPER framework and make available a phylogenetic analysis pipeline that can automatically update existing huge reference phylogenies *and* alignments by new sequence data, without the need to recompute everything from scratch. We call this procedure a perpetual tree update.

Other pipelines, such as STAP ([@btu053-B5]), have used publicly available databases and packages like BLASTN, ClustalW and PhyML to automate the process of alignment construction and phylogenetic inference. The *mor* ([@btu053-B1]) pipeline implements the automated extension of phylogenetic trees with new taxa, albeit with the specific focus of producing automated taxonomies of *homobasidiomycetes*.

2 FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
====================

In the following, we outline our framework for perpetually updating phylogenetic trees that can handle \> 20 000 taxa. PUmPER comprises (i) an extension of PHLAWD ([@btu053-B2]) that retrieves GenBank sequences and subsequently builds or extends multiple sequence alignments (MSAs), and (ii) the phylogenetic tree inference component, based on ExaML ([@btu053-B3]) and RAxML-Light ([@btu053-B4]), that infers/extends the trees via maximum likelihood (ML) tree searches. ExaML and RAxML-Light are dedicated HPC versions of RAxML that runs on clusters using the Message Passing Interface (MPI). It can infer new trees from scratch or extend given trees by additional taxa. Additionally, we developed an iterative procedure that perpetually updates trees. Each iteration consists of the execution of two stages: the generation of an MSA, and the subsequent inference of a set of trees.

The *initial iteration* is special because it builds the initial MSA and ML tree set from scratch. Setting up an initial iteration requires editing a PHLAWD configuration file. This file contains the NCBI taxonomic rank (clade name) and the gene(s) for which a MSA shall be assembled. PHLAWD then queries GenBank to construct the MSA. Based on this initial MSA, our framework conducts a given number of independent ML tree searches (on distinct randomized stepwise addition order parsimony starting trees) and executes them in parallel to generate an initial set of ML trees. The number of tree searches to conduct, and the size of the tree set to keep, is specified by the user in a separate configuration file.

We call all subsequent iterations *update iterations* because they extend the MSA and trees of the preceding iteration. An update iteration carries out the following four steps: (i) MSA extension with PHLAWD according to the initial configuration file; (ii) generation of distinct randomized stepwise addition order parsimony starting trees with Parsimonator (unpublished; available under GNU GPL at <https://github.com/stamatak/Parsimonator-1.0.2>), extending the set of trees from the previous iteration by the newly added taxa; (iii) ML optimization of the comprehensive parsimony starting trees that now include all new taxa with ExaML or RAxML-Light; and (iv) selection of a subset of these ML trees (based on their likelihood scores) that will be used as starting points for the next iteration.

Update iterations are either initiated manually via the command-line interface or triggered automatically. A tree update iteration is initiated if (i) the alignment from the previous iteration has been extended *and* (ii) the phylogenetic analyses of the previous iteration have been completed.

Our framework also supports generating multigene alignments with PHLAWD. For each gene region of interest, we execute an independent PHLAWD instance to generate a single-gene MSA. Each PHLAWD instance has its own configuration and sequence-seed file. Thereafter, we concatenate all single-gene MSAs into a multi-partitioned dataset and store the gene boundaries in a RAxML-formatted partition file.

3 IMPLEMENTATION {#SEC3}
================

All components of the framework are open source. PUmPER is based on Ruby modules that can be seamlessly used in Ruby scripts. Each Ruby module encapsulates an independent function or wrapper, that is, the user does not need to be aware of the specific usage of the underlying basic tools. Configuration files specify clade- and gene-specific settings. Although our main use case is the automated update of phylogenetic trees, the framework can easily be adapted to build custom phylogenetic pipelines. For example, if alignments are already available, the PHLAWD component is not required. The online repository includes a detailed installation guide, as well as some basic usage configuration examples.

Under the default configuration, PUmPER operates in stand-alone mode on a single server. PHLAWD and ExaML are executed locally on this server. The individual ExaML tree searches are conducted one after the other. Although PUmPER deploys ExaML by default, it can be configured to use the PThreads version of RAxML-Light on multi-core servers. Thus, this stand-alone version already allows for updating large trees with thousands of taxa on a medium-sized lab server.

For huge trees with tens of thousands of taxa, the computational resources of a single server may be insufficient because of memory and/or time constraints. Thus, PUmPER can offload the computationally intense ML calculations to a cluster system. Thereby, the trees are updated in a timely manner while the process is still being orchestrated by a local server. This requires the perpetual tree framework to interface with remote systems using standard communication tools (scp and ssh), batch schedulers (we have successfully used the framework with SGE and SLURM) and to also use optimized executables for the remote target system (Parsimonator, ExaML, RAxML-Light and RAxML). Although this adds some complexity, it is required to infer trees whose size requires a large amount of computational resources.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
========================

According to our first results (see [Table 1](#btu053-T1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btu053/DC1) for details), the iterative MSA and tree extension approach does not yield statistically significantly better (or worse) trees than the standard (inference from scratch) approach with respect to the likelihood scores. The topological accuracy in our simulations is comparable in both approaches. The runtimes of the perpetual inferences are slightly, but consistently, lower than for inferences from scratch. We view the main contribution, however, in saving man-hours; alignment construction, job setup, filtering and post-analyzing results are tedious tasks that consume a significant, and hard to quantify, amount of time. Table 1.Original run and two update iterations for rbcL alignments of the Embryophyta cladeIterationTaxaSitesAvg LH (30)Runtime (h)200812 0721437−848794.8046.55201016 9621427−1005824.2568.362010 (scratch)16 9621427−1005931.3770.89201221 7911424−1108161.6693.402012 (scratch)21 7911424−1108243.2997.42[^2]

We are currently operating an instance of our framework as part of the iPlant collaborative (<http://www.iplantcollaborative.org/>) to maintain and make available perpetually updated trees for the *Viridiplantae* clade (using the *rbc*L, *matK* and *atpB* genes). The details of our setup can be found in the Supplementary Material.
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